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Weather conditions remained poor for observing during the 
Month of April with only 3% of the total daylight sky bding 
coronal, and the major amount of that was class III and IV.
Coronagraph observations were very sparse:
Green Survey: b complete surveys.
Red Survey: 1 complete and 1 partial survey.
7772~14— 5 Spicules: 1 very short set that was good.
As much work as was possible was done on the Flare Patrol 
through the cirrus sky, but even this sky was in short supply. 
Lacey discovered, during a trip to Climax, that the suppressor 
plate was not plane parrallei. This condition has made it 
impossible to make our two images concentric with each other, 
and steps are under way to remedy the problem. Meanwhile, 
we have gone to the 5E film for all 35mm patrol work. The 
necessary mechanical changes were made to enable the much 
slower 5E to be used, and we are now getting very good pictures 
on a 6 per minute basis. Sky time permitting, we are now 
in the midst of tests to determine the relative merits of 
the 15 mm image on 5E film and the 37 mm image on ^E film. 
Further lucite tests will be run to check polaroid settings 
and the temperature setting, and investigation is under way 
concerning the possibility of hav^ing the film processed in 
Denver by a commercial outfit.
The K-Coronameter is still out of operation for the dome door 
modification, but plans are under way to finish up the doors, 
and move the instrument to the side of the spar in preparation 
for the installation of the large coronagraph.
John Firor was in Boulder near the end of the month with the 
long awaited infra-red image tube. It is a nice appearing 
piece of equipment, and holds promise of becoming an important 
research tool for us. It is a tremendous improvement over 
the original tube, and the plans call for it to be mounted 
permanently to the spectrograph. Installation is pending 
the arrival of some optics needed to focus the spectrograph 
light on the tube.
Solar activity was apparently faiily good for this time of 
the cycle, but we obseved very little of the activity due to 
the weather. This is the second straight month when activity 
has been some\4&;t' up
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The reduction of the coronal surveys continues to improve, 
and we seem to have solved the problems that led to our 
high readings. At least this is suggested by a study of the 
March data as compared with the microdensito/meter results.
We are becoming more proficient In the reduction technique, 
and this coupled with a small dictation tape recorder given 
to us by Walt has enabled us to cut the time for one survey 
reduction by one man to one hour and a half. Two men should 
be able to do a survey in one hour*
April was the heaviest month for snowfall this winter, and we 
moved up on last winter a little but are still 80 inches 
behind in total fall. For the weather minded among you, our 
total so far this year is 210 Inches as compared to 372 inches 
on this date of the record wiater. We have U-2 inches still 
on the ground today, but daffodils are beginning to poke 
through the ground next to my house.
The third annual Climax Snowmelt Contest is underway with 
entries from all the staff at Climax and one entry from Boulder 
(Charlie Garcia - he doesnft have a prayer of winning). The 
object is to guess the date on which there Is no snow within 
a 1 foot radius of our snow gage. This Is a highly specialized 
thing, and elaborate formulas are needed to arrive at a 
selection. Defending champion Bob James is going with 6 June 
this year.


